PARENTS & TEACHERS

of girls who have an aptitude in
STEM

This exclusive download is for parents & teachers of girls that have an
aptitude in science, technology, engineering, or math. It will provide you
with the top reasons why she should pursue a career in STEM, tips for
fostering and developing a love for STEM in your daughter or student, and
some information on avoiding a bias you may not be aware that you have.
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Top 5 Reasons Why Your Daughter
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in STEM:
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Things Parents & Teachers can do
to Foster a Love of STEM:
• From an early age, develop curiosity in your
child/student by asking questions about how
things work and the world around us.
• Make family or class outings educational with
visits to science centers and museums.
• Identify and discuss the science and math in
everyday life when cooking together, taking
walks in nature, and playing with toys.
• Do fun experiments using everyday objects. You
can find tons of ideas online or in science athome experiment books.
• As your daughter or student progresses thorough
school, encourage her to take more difficult math
and science courses and provide her the support
necessary to succeed, including tutoring.

Don’t Fall into the Bias Trap!
You may be surprised to realize that you have a deeply
ingrained bias towards boys in math and science yourself,
especially if you are a woman. A recent study showed that
girls as young as six years old felt that boys were better at
math than girls were. This bias is so entrenched in our culture that we often don’t even recognize it in ourselves. When
raising our daughters & students we need to be careful not to
pass on a bias unintentionally. Try to be more aware of your
thoughts when discussing math or science with your daughter or student so that any ingrained bias reveals itself. Don’t
limit your daughter or student by only buying her or guiding
her towards toys, games, and puzzles that are “girlie.” Expose
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her to machines, technology, and experimentation as much
as you would a little boy. If she is interested, keep bringing
these types of experiences to her. Doing these things will
help you avoid the bias trap and may reveal your daughter’s
or student’s inner engineer.

